
SMS Map Skills: Creating an As-Applied Map 
with Time Stamps 
 
 

Intro:  

There are occasions when your application operation requires a more specific print to communicate with suppliers, 

partners or regulators. If a standard print of the job needs more detail, SMS has tools to allow you to hone in on the data 

with different views. 

In this example our spray job was completed on two separate days but appears in the management tree as one instance. 

We need to provide a record of the application on one of the days, including start and end time.

 

The method, in summary, is to split the application job by day into two separate instances. If we select both instances 

we will see the “whole job” or we can select each of the instances separately. 

Instructions: 

1. Often the “Date/Time” Attribute is set to show date only. Go to Tools> Attribute Editor>Find Date/Time under 

the General attributes group and choose EDIT. The only thing we can edit is how it is displayed. Change from 

DATE only to Date/Time if needed.

 
2. Application or any machine data is usually presented in Swath View (Second icon). To be able to edit the map we 

must be in Base Data view (First icon on left above legend). Some as applied Base data is polygons representing 

swath width by distance travelled. Others revert to points for every second of data capture. Either way, you 

must be in Base Data View to open the Edit Layer Menu. Hovering your mouse over a legend will pop up a 

description.    
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3. Make a copy of your data. The safest way is to create a new generic layer. When the editing window opens you 

can see your original map, but the generic layer is empty until you COPY FROM LAYER (right hand menu) and 

select your original layer.

 
4. You will be shown the layer selection, which is all of the field, select OK>Next and choose Copy Spatial (the map) 

and attribute data (the data columns) as your choice. 
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5. When you finish you will have an exact copy of the entire data. Because you have two identical layer on top of 

one another, it is less confusing to now SAVE As and make this new copy same data type/year but select a new 

instance number. If your original data was Instance 1, choose Instance 2. It is also helpful to enter a distinct 

name in the dataset info tab such as “Spray from DATEx”. The Dataset is the bottom level of the tree and a great 

place to edit in a more understandable name for the data. Close the original map or take this new Instance into 

a new map window all by itself to avoid visual confusion.

 

 

6.  With just one of the instances in main map window, select EDIT LAYER command. An editing window will 

appear with your map in it. Use the Filter Select tool to write a query to select the data by date It looks like a 

funnel). Choose ADD, Attribute, then select the attribute Date/Time, an operator: i.e. greater than or less than 

and choose the appropriate date and time. With this date type of data you scroll to date on a calendar, and set a 

n appropriate time. In this query we want dates and time before (<) June 7th at 12 am. 
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7. When your query statement is complete you choose “Select Now” and you will be shown a summary of how 

many points are selected plus the map will have the selection highlighted. In this case black=selection. Choose 

OK to close the query filter window

 
8. At this stage you can either delete this selection and SAVE, which will make Spraying Instance 2 this dataset 

which represents one of the dates. OR you can use the Invert selection, delete the rest of the field and Instance 

2 will be the selected date. 

 
9. Repeat the steps starting at 3, making a copy of the original Spraying data, Deleting the other date and Saving as 

Instance 3. You will now have 3 Instances: 1-Original ALL of it, Instance 1- one date and Instance 3= Other date. 

10. If you select Instance 2 and 3 you will see the whole field of data, or select either 2 or 3 to see dates separated. 

If you are satisfied with your split, you can delete the original Instance. Otherwise you will have data that will 
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show twice in an acre summary of that product.   

  
11. To print the result of the one date select it, move to main map window and File>Print, selecting a print template 

of your choice. This is a time when creating a custom print, to modify data to communicate to your intended 

audience is ideal. For this example the “Application_report.lyt” is a good starting point. Each page segment can 

be modified to streamline the presented data. First set up your choice of map, attribute and legend. Make sure 

your have Custom Map Layout selected from the print window.

 
12. The rate summary (mid) section of this page can be deleted in favour of a large map>stretch to fit. To change the 

summary data, Edit Properties of this section, choose CHANGE from the selected items and choose the 

attributes you wish to present, or remove from the print. Note in this sample the Minimum/Maximum time have 

been renamed to Start Date and End Date. Once the layout is modified. Save this layout style with a new name 
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for future use. A custom print layout is a style that is built on one map but can be used on any other data of the 

same type. 

13.  
14. Finished product: 

 


